Friends of Hilly Fields
th
Minutes of meeting 9 March 2010
Present:
Rachel Mooney
Helen Mercer
Andrew Harper
Peter Ranken
Jill Tritton
Sue Luxton
Mike Keogh
Keith Ward
Symon Knightswood
Ruth Pepper
Josh
Ivor Agnew
Laura Hemmings
Barbara Morris
Daniel Demichel

Barbara Cyrus
Jane Papafio
Bogden Frymorgen
Matt Shaw
Carol Quast
Philip Quast
Sam Jones
Russell Penn
Charles Smith
Jill Jenkins
Cheryl Miller
Jo Goodwin
Kath Cherry
John Bowen
Mike Howells

1. Maintenance
This was discussed very thoroughly and the outcome was a proposed letter to Glendale
highlighting some of the key issues. (Some of the issues were brought up by Cllr Luxton and
a response is below, letter will be revised and sent in near future)
There was a query over type of spay used for clearing moss on tennis courts. Response post
meeting note.
2. Bowling Green: Jill reported that a new sprinkler has been provided and urged people to
come along
3. Bird champion. Keith reported that the Friends took part in the RSPB’s national bird survey
on 20th January. Not quite as many species spotted as last year but recorded 3 species not
recorded in Hilly Fields before – Coal Tit, Dunnock and Greenfinch. Results are at
http:/hillyfields.blogspot.com. A full report is attached. It was agreed that Rachel would look
into possibility of organising a dawn chorus event.
4. There was interest in stag beetle population. Barbara offered to look up stag beetle survey
and associated information.
5. Lewisham Community Sports reported on the successful growth of children’s activities in the
park. It was reported that LCS pays Glendale for its use f the park, as do the Saturday
footballers. Agreed we need to establish what sort of monies are paid to Glendale for the
use of the park.
6. Traffic. Problem with increased traffic in the park was reported and it was noted that vans
seemed to be using all footpaths rather than taking the short route eg. from Eastern Avenue.
The junction of Hilly Fields and Tyrwhitt Road needs a mirror or raised crossover to help

people crossing and to control the traffic.
7. Play area. Rachel expressed some concern that some of the original designs had been
modified through the tender process. An opening event is being planned and she is looking
for volunteer storytellers for the children and someone to organise some children’s music.
Concern expressed about the length of time it is taking to complete. Concern expressed at
exposed concrete at the base of some of the equipment on the adult gym.
8. Community Planting. In conjunction with the London Orchard Project, Rachel has applied for
a £1,500 grant for orchard trees to be planted on the flat area between the stone circle and
the woodland. Some discussion about the best types of trees. Rachel explained that this area
had been chosen as it was contained area and wouldn't alter the open parkland character.
Some concern that there may be vandalism to new trees. Rachel also planned to apply for
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further funding from Forestry Commission Community Grant scheme and requested if
anyone could help with making grant applications.
Report of some progress on the Kyrle Memorial Garden (the current shaded quiet area next
to the bowling green). A donation has been made to the Octavia Hill Birthplace trust and the
Friends now have membership. Intend to work with them to mark the 2012 centenary of her
death.
Brockley Max Sculpture Project – meeting agreed in principle to having temporary sculptures
in the park.
Report on the new cricket pitch for Hillyfields. Peter Ranken reported that the project to
create a cricket pitch was making good progress. A trading arm had been formed called
ParkSport Lewisham which involved Envirowork, Lewisham Council and TeachSport. A
variation in Glendale’s contract with Lewisham had been made, so that Sport Lewisham will
be responsible for maintenance of the area opposite Hillyfields Crescent. A contract for the
creation of this pitch has gone out to tender through the Council. Work is due to start in May
and continue through the summer. The area in the middle will be fenced off during
construction but the fence will then be removed. A full report on this development is
attached.
Eastern Avenue. General agreement that there should not be cars going freely along Eastern
Avenue. There was an agreement with Prendergast about opening and closing of the gate,
which needed to be revived.
Dogs. Many dog‐walkers expressed anger at a posting on the Hilly Fields website. It was
stated that this was not the official position of the Friends, the posting had been removed. It
was agreed:
• That there should be a vetting process before posts were put on site
• To advertise meetings more so that dog walkers can know about them more easily
and become generally more involved in the work of Friends.

14. Date of next meeting 8th June 2010 at 7.30pm. It was suggested that there be an extended
discussion of ways of dealing with dog‐fouling.
Post Meeting notes:
Answer to fungicide used on the tennis courts:
It is Qualgex and is the recommended product for removal and algae and moss on hard
standing. It comes with Data Safety sheets (MSDS) and all operators are PA1/PA6 qualified.
There are no associated risks for children in the adjacent play area. Spraying should not
occur when raining or windy conditions.
Official Park Opening will take place during the Brockley Max on Saturday 5th June 2010.
We have booked a story teller for 12.30, for under 8s and a craft workshop from 1pm.
The mayor is turning up at 2pm to cut a ribbon.

